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I am easily led.  I blame that Noel 
Coates and that Barry Lane for 
writing articles and issuing drawings 

on railway stuff.  I read about something 
in LYR FOCUS or a book… then it 
goes around in my head…and I HAVE 
TO BUILD ONE!!  I got this copy of 
Flyer No.2, I knew I shouldn’t open it , but 
I did and now I am having a 

BREAKDOWN!!!!! ..........TRAIN.
Well that is how it starts isn’t it? I read 

the article on Steam Crane No 2231 by 
Barry Lane. It has drawings of the crane 
and match truck and it ran with two 
six-wheeled converted coaches - which I 
love… there is even a photo of a tramcar 
trolley having a defective GCR wagon put 
on it.  I was hooked!

Then Medley Models released a kit of 
a 25-ton Craven Bros. steam breakdown 
crane and runner!  Could it be LYR? Well 
no! but the, to me, difficult swan neck jib 
was there and of course it had the gear 
wheels…  So I ordered one.  Well to be 
honest the etch looked pretty thin and 
the castings needed a good clean up.  It is 
very similar to the LYR type, having been 
used by the NER, but I was not doing 
NER... I wanted that Newton Heath rake 
in Flyer!

Now if you’re an impecunious 7mm 
modeller or a 4mm type you might think 
you shouldn’t read on, but DO, because 
if you can make a swan neck jib out of 

scratch and buy gear wheels out of an 
aeromodeller shop or even make then 
tooth by tooth as I ended up doing - then 
you could make one too - honest.

Match truck
I made this first, it’s a bit like doing the 
tender on a loco prior to the main work.
• Make the floor base out of three 
pieces of 20 thou. Slaters Plastikard 
glued one on top of the other.  I do it 
this way because I cannot cut 60 thou 
with a totally straight edge to save my 
life.  I Mekpak 60 thou. square section 
plastistrip (Evergreen 153) to the outer 
edges of the sides of these so that my 
edges look perfect.  Add side planks 
using  40 thou. x 250 thou. plastistrip 
(Evergreen 149).
• Add end planks using Evergreen 149, the 
top end plank being cut with a slope in it 
as per the works diagram.
• I used 10 thou. Plastikard for the metal 
corner plates, but on reflection I would 
use 20 thou. if I did it again.  Rivets 
were punched into the Plastikard using a 
riveter.  It did the trick.
• The side strapping was made from 
riveted 20 thou. x 60 thou. plastistrip 
(Evergreen 123).  The top of the side 
planks had half round strip (Evergreen 
240) Mekpaked in place.  Two grab 
handles per top edge of the side planks 
were added using 30 thou. brass wire.
• The interior consists of a central 
planked floor, with sloping planked covers 
running along each side… it is easier to 
look at the photos to comprehend this 
one.  I made this out of Slaters 20 thou.  
4mm planked Plastikard, backed and 
reinforced by 20 thou.  Plastikard until all 
was rigid and firm.  I drilled holes up into 
this from underneath to let any solvent 
out.  Solebars were made out of 40 thou. 

x 188 thou. plastistrip (Evergreen 148).  
Buffer beams came from 80 thou. x 188 
thou. (Evergreen - I can’t give you the 
number as I lost the packet!)  Rivets were 
put into the solebar using a combination 
of Grandt Line rivets and riveted 
Plastikard strapping.
• End stanchions were made out of 
60 thou. square (Evergreen 153).  Rivets 
were made by drilling and glueing Grandt 
Line rivets in place. (Does anybody know 
where to get these from since ED Models 
of Shirley closed down?)  As an aside I 
have put in the sizes of plastistrip that 
I used to help any 7mm scratchbuilders 
starting out.  In fact I have a complete 
stock of this range up to 250 thou. 
square, so I tend to just use what looks 
right against the diagrams and photos.  
It’s a bit dear to get going, but once you 
have got this lot to hand all you have to 
do is replace stock as needed.  Hereford 
Models keep the entire range in stock. 
• Buffers were packed at the back.  So 
I used Heywood 3-bolt buffers with 40 
thou. Plastikard superglued in from the 
rear after drilling out a suitably sized 
hole to let the buffer housing through.  I 
then cut and filed the Plastikard until it 
followed the contours of the white metal 
of the buffer.
• I used the kit’s coupling plate after 
drilling out a hole to take a JPL 3-link 
coupling.  If scratch building you could 
make the same out of 20 thou. Plastikard.  
A white metal hose was added to each 
end (Brian Nuttall does these in 7mm), 
I had to cut mine down as it does not 
extend above end plank height in the 
photos.
• On the subject of photos this was a 
case of not seeing until I looked.  The 
GA shows no end handrail or end steps.  
After seeing the photos many a time I did 
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not register until I looked… the match 
truck has both!  I made the handrail out 
of 20 thou. wire as it looked quite flimsy.  
The end steps were made out of bent 
up 30 thou. wire with scrap brass strip 
soldered into place and trimmed and filed 
to make a set of steps that could take a 
knock.  I drilled the buffer beam to take 
the step assembly, which was superglued 
into place. (A) 
• I like to make as much as possible 
before I paint as I hate masking wheel 
sets.  The brake handles both go to 
the same end on this wagon... with this 
in mind I decided to fit the rocking 
compensation unit at that end (more of 
that later).  This would allow me to glue 
in two oil axle boxes (Brian Nuttall) on 
that end and fit the brake levers etc over 
those axles using the nickel silver etch 
from one of my Lanky Kits.  I could then 
spray all this up before I added wheels 
to this end.  V hangers and a white metal 
vac cylinder and diaphragm were glued in 
place, the cylinder going to the end that 
would have the fixed axle; otherwise it 
would foul the compensation unit.
• I was feeling quite good at his point so I 
sprayed it up in Halfords red primer, then 
Tamiya German Grey as top coat.
• I made my jib support out of brass angle, 
scrap strip and rivet punched out of 
10 thou. brass sheet using the Four Track 
Resistance soldering unit.  I did not glue 
or fix it in to place or paint it as I needed 
to see how I was going to get the swan 
necked jib to swivel on this later.  (B, C) 
More anon.
• I built up a Meteor Models rocking 
compensation unit, inserted the Slaters 
wagon wheels and glued in place.  On 
the other end of the wagon I drilled out 
the axle boxes, glued in the Slaters cup 
bearings, slid in the wheel and glued the 
axle boxes in place using super-glue, this 
fixed axle fitted to the end with the 
cylinder in.  I then painted all below the 
solebar black.

Packing wagon
I made this from the Newton Heath 
diagram in Platform 6.  It gave me the 
overall dimensions.  I built it up from 
Plastikard as per the match truck.  I did 
not have a detailed plan to work off, so 
I made a one planker with toolboxes 
each end.  Enough said - it is essentially 
a repeat of the match truck in the way it 
was constructed.

Now for the crane itself...

Steam crane No. 2231
I split the construction of this into two 
parts; the crane body including the jib, 
and the crane footplate with chassis.  If 
you can master making the jib from 
scratch, then you would not really need 
the kit as you can see if you read on.

The kit itself is quite basic, so do beware 
if you have set ideas on what you want 
this kit to do for you.  I am keen not to 
over critiscise it, the gear wheels are made 
to work for the NER version so the teeth 
are - in my opinion - too crude.  However 
the basic specification of the kit did let 
me modify it to get my LYR crane without 

possessing the skill to make that swan 
necked jib.

The footplate
All measurements were taken from the 
diagram supplied by Barry Lane.

The footplate was cut from the copper 
rectangle supplied in the kit which is a 
substantial 166mm x 58mm!

The kit’s buffer beam ends were soldered 
to this.  I cut down the rear end buffer 
beam to a depth of 16mm.  The front 
beam stayed at the kit’s 25mm (look at the 
diagram).  I accept the rivets are not exact 
for the LYR version, but all is essentially 
where it should be.

Next the solebars.  Where are they? 
The kit’s maker forgot to supply them 
and advises the use of scrap etch!  I used 
12mm depth scrap brass strip cut to 
length, soldered at the top to 3mm brass 
angle (I did put in the solebar rivets first 
using my trusty riveting tool).  This gave a 
good square joint to the footplate.  I then 
soldered 3mm brass angle to the bottom 
of the solebar rear, with the edge pointing 
out which gave the correct look to the 
solebar.

I think I should confess to the fact that 
I keep all spare etches and spare metal 

strips off kits, whether brass or nickel 
silver.  This saves considerable money.  Any 
bits I need to purchase I do so as I go 
along, visiting the K&S metal strip stand in 
Modellers Mecca of Kingswinford armed 
with the drawing for comparison.  This 
stuff is not cheap.

The solebar sides were detailed using 
the kit’s etched riveted strip.  Up till now 
I had used a 75w soldering iron; these 
detail bits I put on using the resistance unit.  
Steps were made from spare etches (off 
Turbomotive!) and two beautiful lost wax 
brass cast wheels per side at £2.50 each! 
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(Microcast Components 7D 085).
I added Aspinall loco buffers (Four Track) 

to the ends, plus some brass cast hoses 
(my own).

The chassis 
It is essentially a 4-4-0.  The frame for the 
rear wheelset was made from soldering up 
10mm fairly thick brass strip.  I bent it up 
using my new JLTRT fold up tool which I 
got at the last Telford meeting.

I fitted Slaters wheel bearings and 
used Slaters 3’ 7” bogie/tender wheels 
(Ref 7843) throughout.  I made sure the 
assembly was all square on a big glass 
sheet before I soldered it all up.  Looking 
at the diagram for position I drilled down 
through the footplate top and into this 
assembly twice to allow me to fit two 
retaining nuts and bolts.  This will be 
hidden by the crane body when it’s built 
and above the footplate. (D, E)  The 
outside frames were cut out using scrap 
nickel silver and soldered onto 3mm 
square brass strip that had previously been 
soldered to the inside face of the solebar, 
this ensured the correct spacing.  Kit axle 
boxes were super-glued to the outside of 
these frames.

The front bogie
The front bogie was made with top 
and side springing and is a variation 
on what I did for my Atlantic kit.  The 
accompanying photos should explain this.  
I cut the side frames out of scrap brass 
strip. In fact if you look at any photo of 
this crane type you will notice that all 
under the footplate is very solid, so I gave 
these bogie side frames plenty of height.  
I could have made them exactly as the 
drawings and put a subframe above them, 
but it was easier to fabricate this way and 
gave a very solid, no daylight approach, 
especially in conjunction with those big 
outside frames at the rear.  It also meant 
plenty of freedom of movement for this 
bogie.  Springwood Junction has easy 
curves, but I want my stock to be able to 
run on most layouts, this includes some 
with tight radii.  The springs came out of 
Biros!  The side springs are retained by a 
bolt running through the side frame and 
into the central housing.  The side frames 
are not fixed to this bolt; a nut soldered 
on the inside of the side frame allows 
it to move up and down.  The central 
housing is a casting I have left over from 
my Atlantic kit, but this could easily be 
made out of 5mm brass square. (F)  The 
top (vertical) springing is simply achieved 
by soldering a good length of a bolt down 

from the inside of the footplate at the 
pivot point (I strengthened this using 
some brass bar drilled out to take this 
bolt).  I then slipped a spring over this 
bolt, fitted the bogie on to this via the 
a vertical hole of the central housing 
- and secured with a nut. (G)  However, 
if you do not fancy scratch building this 
one then maybe get hold of a suitable 
JPL bogie which is very easy to make and 
saves a lot of broken fret blades!

Whatever you do I recommend you 
put in a bogie with side and top play to it.  
Anyway ONWARDS!

Stabilisers
You have to fit three cradles for the 
stabilisers whether you are making the 
NER or LYR crane.  And guess what?  
The kit has etches for only two!  I fitted 
these to either end as per the diagram, 
for example one up against the front 
deep buffer beam and the rear one in 
between the two wheels of the fixed rear 
wheelset.  These cradles have no middle 
to them, which is ideal; it allows you put 
in the front coupling easily in the future 
and to remove the rear fixed wheel set 
if necessary for maintenance.  But there 
was a problem, if I made them exact to 
scale it fouled the front bogie.  Typical!  
The observant among you will notice that 
I made them 2mm narrower than I should 
have  The central stabiliser cradle was 
made full width out of 20 thou. K&S brass 
sheet.

Gear wheel mania
Almost there!  The crane body sits 
on a very large disc and a smaller top 
disc.  The large disc is geared.  Now 
this is the bit where I prove to you that 
I am clinically insane (quick nurse, the 
screens!).  The gear wheels in this kit 
are not to scale, they are large toothed 
- so they will mesh well.  If you want 
your crane to work consider using 
these wheels.  I know that you can get 
a wide variety of these wheels from 
aeromodelling shops because I bought 
one and filed it down depth wise but it 
just looked wrong to me.  Well what 
could I do?  Yes, you guessed it… make 
my own gear wheels! GRIEF! (H)

It’s simple, looks good, but it takes TIME.  
For this, and nearly all subsequent gear 
wheels, I marked out a disc of 20 thou. 
black plasticard with a compass to the 
radius needed.  I usually did this two to 
four times more depending on the depth 
needed for each gear wheel and glued 
these discs together, then sanded the rim 
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flat.  Then I added to the rim 20 thou. x 
30 thou. white Slaters Plastikard, which 
considerably overlapped the rim, but it 
allowed me by eye to see if all was straight. 
(I)  When dry I cut off the excess strip 
using a sharp blade and tidied this up with 
a bit of wet and dry.  And hey presto - gear 
wheels that looked to scale!

I know it’s nuts but if you do thirty 
minutes at a time it will happen reasonably 
quickly.  I just dr1ifted off with Miles Davis 
playing in my head and a glass of red in my 
belly while the robotic side of this process 
kicked in (you could always play Perry 
Como and drink Earl Grey Tea).  Look at 
the photos to decide for yourself if it’s 
worth it, if not then get yourself down 
to the aeromodelling shop with a fiver in 
your pocket (that should scare most of 
you off!).  Also now I can make any size I 
want... which is good.  Anyway back to the 
crane.  I drilled a really big hole through 
these two wheels which I had already 
super-glued to the top of the footplate. 
(J)  Without being too technical the hole 
was as big as the nut and bolt I had to go 
through it, which I had found in my spares 
box (about 5mm diameter).

The boiler
I used the kit floor, cut it to size and 
overlaid it with Plastikard (all thickness is 
in 20 thou. unless stated otherwise).  The 
boiler in the kit is not very good.  As I 
wanted to build this body up in plastic, I 
used an undersized piece of brass tubing 
and added layer after layer of rolled 
Plastikard.  The last overlay had rivets 
punched in it as per the photo.  I was 
relieved how well and circular and strong 
this was.  Good.  The casting for the 
boiler top was oval rather than round.  I 
glued this casting to a disc of Plastikard, 
filled in the bumps and join with Isopon 
and sanded to shape. (K)  I then drilled it 
and added brass tube for the chimney.  As 
an aside, two things.  Firstly, the diagram 
shows a longer chimney than the photo 
and secondly, do not drill through this 
casting and into your hand as I did!  I 
glued the boiler in place.

Panniers
Now for the panniers.  One was for 
water, the other, which has an extension 
at the front, was for coal.  I built a 
substructure up in black Plastikard which 
for some reason seems to stick better 
than white.  To this I added riveted up 
overlays, in three pieces - two sides and 
one end piece, which was fitted last. 
(L)  I thought that this would be difficult 
but it wasn’t.  The trick is to take time 
putting in that sub-base.  I drilled holes 
up through the floor to allow all cavities 
to breathe out the solvent fumes as I did 
not want the crane to melt before my 
eyes later.  I then added detail as per the 
photos.  As Alan Hall used to say in the 
Airf ix Magazine in the 1960s, these bits 
were a combination of spares box finds 
and scratch built bits.  I used one casting 
from the kit! (M)

I drilled out the floor to take the 
biggest bolt I had lying around... I 
added little bits of plastic tubing to the 

underneath so the body could rotate over 
the crane footplate. (N)  On the real 
thing I think it rotated on wheels.  These 
bits of tube do the business when viewed 
side on.  Looking at the diagram I put in 
a raised Plastikard bulkhead between the 
two side frames. (O)  The sideframes 
were made by attaching a photo copy of 
the drawing to the Plastikard using Pritt 
Stick and cutting out with scissors.  Four 
layers of 20 thou. Plastikard gave the 
correct thickness. (P)  I added angle iron 
out of strip and added Grandt Line rivets 
as per the side photo in this article.  All 
was glued up.

Internal gubbins
I have a confession to make.  I just do not 
really understand how cranes work.  In 
the instructions there is no attempt to 
show you how the internal gubbins fit 
except for a photo that shows you that 
a lot are missing when you compare it to 
any photo of the real thing.  Also, I have 
not found a photo that shows it all.  So if 
I get the next bit a little wrong PLEASE 
do not tell me - ignorance is bliss… All 
however is not lost.  The side diagram 
in Flyer gives some idea of X braces and 
gears, and there are great articles in 
Midland Record Nos 2 & 6  on cranes.  All 
I have to do was make it look busy and 
run it fast past people who understand 
this stuff!

I hope the chronological build photos 
explain all. (Q-W)  It is worth noting 
that I put a collar of 20 thou. Plastikard 
strip on the outside edge of the filed 
down big outer wheel casting so I could 
add my strip gear teeth easily.  Also I now 
know that some gear wheels only need 90 
degrees of gear teeth coverage and not 
360!  I guess that is the advantage if you 
have a go at building this after me!  I used 
Slaters chain, I did have the option of 
cable or chain, but I could not resist using 
this exquisite chain - about £15 worth 
in all!  The controls - wheels and levers 
- were added looking at various photos 
and the diagram in Flyer.  Again it was the 
best I could work out and I used bits out 
of my spares box.  The roof was made 
out of a sandwich of rolled brass and 
20 thou. Plastikard as per the side photo 
in Flyer.  The sides were detailed using 
riveted brass etch from the kit, riveted 
up 10 thou. Plastikard for the curved strip 
(as the curve is quite different to the 
NER as supplied in the kit) and Grandt 
Line rivets.

Pistons were made out of plastic tubing 
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with an overlay of 20 thou. Plastikard. 
Steps and a hand rail were also put on 
as per the photos.  I must confess that I 
was really relieved and pleased by the way 
this all looked.  It all took some working 
out and was quite a change from building 
what I truly love, carriages.  Also at this 
point I almost fainted when I discovered 
at Kettering that Danny Pinnock of D&S 
did a 15 ton crane!  Luckily the swan neck 
he does is the solid type and is a smaller 
4-4-0 type.

The jib
After all this, the jib was dead easy.  This 
is where the money spent on the kit was 
well worth it.  I modified the jib as per 

the drawing and photo in Flyer.  I in filled 
any solid portion with 10 thou. brass 
sheet.  I just methodically built it up using 
my resistance soldering unit. (X)  Pulleys 
were made from a combination of brass 
etch and Plastikard.  I used Slaters chain 
as opposed to cable… it looked really 
good.  The hook came from the kit etch.   

The end...
or is it the End of the Beginning?

Everything was painted up in Tamiya 
German Grey.  I added works plates 
supplied by Barry Lane for that final 
touch.  In summary it was a long 
haul, in the middle of which 
my mum died.  The kit will 

make up into a nice model of the generic 
type in NER form, it’s just that Barry did 
that excellent article so it HAD to be an 
LYR one.  Now all I have to build are 
two 6-wheeled vans... I fancy a 
bird cage and a non birdcage, 
one at each end.  Luckily 
I know a man who’s 
got the info… 
HELP!
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